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Abstract. In order to obtain corrections to orbital elements of minor planets and to determine 
parameters of rotation of a reference frame, a geometrical model with restrictions in the declination, 
longitude of the ascending node and argument of the perihelion to minimize a residual function 
involving all named parameters was presented (Marco et al., 1996, 1997). On the other hand, such 
rotational model of correction should not modify the semiaxis, eccentricity nor the mean anomaly, 
so new restrictions on these parameters seem to be necessary. These conditions should reflect the 
invariability in the size of the orbit and they should be included in the model to complete a consistent 
set of restrictions. 

1. Introduction 

Let X (a, 8) be an unitary vector position in equatorial coordinates for a body in 
elliptic motion around the Sun. We suppose the existence of errors on its position 
which are modeled by means of a rotational model given by 

AX = RX with R = 
1 -A£ -Ar) 

A£ 1 -Ae 
Arj Ae 1 

(1) 

From (1) the incremental errors induced by the rotational model and relating 
the spherical coordinates at whatever time t are given by 

Aa = A£ + A77sina;tan<5 — Aecosatantf (2) 

AS — Arj cos a + Ae sin a 

2. Rotation Model Applied to the Orbital Plane at to 

We denote the different unitary vectors (at to) denning the orbit orientation by p? 

(in the perihelion direction), p° (normal to the orbit) and p° the necessary one to 
built a direct triad. The application of the rotational model to the triad is carried 
out by means of the expressions 

i2i(e)itrl i(-e)j$ = pf + Ap| for 1=1,2,3 
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where R is the rotation matrix from (1) and R\{±e) the rotation matrix relating 
equatorial and ecliptic coordinates. The relation (4) follows from (3) 

Ap° = p? x Rl(e)Y being ~Y = [Ae, -An, Atf* (4) 

If we express these pf vectors in ecliptic heliocentric coordinates, due to the 
fact that they are functions of the incremental values AQo (argument of ascending 
node), Awo (argument of perihelion) and Aio (inclination of the orbit), we can 
obtain from (3) 

Ae "I [ 0 siniosinflo cosQo ] [AQo 
—A?7 = — sine cosiosine + siniocosQocose — sin Qo cose Awo (5) 
A£ J L cos e cos io cos e — sin io cos Qo sin e sin Qo sin e J |_ Aio 

3. Necessary Compatibility Conditions for the Rotational Model 

Let W = P V be the ecliptic coordinates of the unitary vector position V = 
[cos u, sin u, 0]' in the orbital plane at t, where u represents the true anomaly and 

let X = R\{—e)W be its equatorial representation. Then, we have the incremental 

vector AW = i?i(e)AX\ 

AW = ApiVi + pi Avi 

Also, from (4) this infinitesimal vector is expressed as follows 

AW = Ri(e) X x Y = WxRi(e)Y = P V x Ri(e)Y 

(6) 

(7) 

Through the expression of P V in vectorial form and due to the fact that Ry (e) Y 
is an infinitesimal vector we obtain 

2 2 _ > 

AW = £ ptvi x i?i(e)y" ~ J2PiVi x Ri(e)Y (8) 
i = l i = l 

applying (5) and (6), we obtain 

AW = Y1 
i = l 

dpi . „ dpi dpi 
—-AQ + — Aw + —rAz 
aQ aw cw 

^ + pt Avi (9) 

which give us together with (8) the complete set of restrictions. 
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